
Mr. Baum’s Cell Phone and Classroom Expectations: 
In recent years, cell phones and their use in the classroom have become a major issue in everyday 
education. Letp’s face it, most of us are addicted to our cell phones.  This is true for parents, students, and 
teachers alike.  With this in mind, the following classroom policies and procedures will be implemented 
in our classroom throughout the year to help keep the students from being distracted by their, or anyone 
else’s cell phone while in class: 
 

*What to do when you walk in the door! 
1. Students will be REQUIRED to turn off and place their cell phones, iPods, or any other personal 

data, music, entertainment device in the “Cell Phone Hotel” on the wall at the front of the room.  
2. Attendance will be take via the cell phone hotel. Students without a cell phone need not worry. I 

will contact the parents of those students and verify this with your parents. 
 

*Cell phones will remain in the “Hotel” until the end of the period.  
 

*How do you get you phone back? 
Option A:    At the end of class, I will be assigning your class/homework. There will be a specific 

set of problems to complete before the end of class. Once you have shown me your work, it has been 
graded, and corrected (if necessary), you can then retrieve your phone from the “Hotel”.  
 Option B:    If we are not grading an end of class activity, you can retrieve your phone once there 
is 5 minutes (or less) of class remaining (provided I am not teaching, etc.). 
 

NO STUDENTS WILL BE ALLOWED TO LEAVE THE ROOM UNTIL EVERYONE HAS 
RETRIEVED THEIR PHONE FROM THE HOTEL!!! 

 

Cell Phone/Digital Device Classroom Infraction:    (from the Student Handbook) 
 

“School personnel will not accept responsibility for lost or stolen personal property. We strongly 
recommend students do not bring these items (cell phones, iPods, iPads, MP3 Players, etc…) to 
Grandview. Cell phone use is not allowed in any classroom. In the classroom setting, cellular phones not 
only can create a disruption, their text messaging and photo capabilities allow students to easily engage 
in academic dishonesty. Cell Phones and Electronic Devices Infraction Schedule A student found using 
her or his cell phone in the classroom for any reason without the explicit consent of his or her teachers is 
subject to a referral.” 
 

Dean Referral for “Technology Infractions” will be determined by the following schedule:  
 

  

“Dummy” Cell Phones and Consequences:     
Any student found to have places/used a “Dummy” cell phone in the “Hotel” while keeping and 
using their true cell phone with them in class will firstly receive the appropriate Technology 
Infraction referral. Secondly, they will also receive a referral for Insubordination, False 
Reporting, and Lying to a Teacher, which will carry a separate set of consequences. 
 

Signatures:  I have read, and understand, the Quest system of skill mastery and the classroom 
expectations and consequences around personal technology use in the classroom.  
 

Student __________________________   Parent __________________________ 
 

     print __________________________      print __________________________ 

1st Offense Consequence After School Detention or the equivalent of two hours of 
detention to be served during lunch and/or off periods 

2nd Offense Consequence 
Two After School Detentions or the equivalent of four 

hours of detention to be served during lunch, off periods, 
or during Saturday School 

3rd Offense Consequence Out of School Suspension 



 
Dear Students, Parent/s and/or Guardian/s, 
 
I wanted to take a moment to explain a system of assessment that may be new to you.  We are 
incorporating mastery exercises into our Algebra I class called Quests. 
  
Quests are a mastery assessment exercise.  Each quest contains 5 questions on a single concept and is 
worth up to 20 points.  Each student is required to pass each quest by getting 4 or 5 out of the 5 
questions correct.  The quests are graded as mastered (4 correct = 16pts  /  5 correct = 20pts) or, non-
mastered (NM1 = 0pts).  Each quest is graded and then given back to the students so they can find and 
correct any mistakes.  If they get four or five questions correct in their first attempt then they are done and 
earn the appropriate points!   
 
The students that do not show mastery during their first attempt at a quest will have an Incomplete as 
well as a score of 0pts entered in to the gradebook. In the Comments Section you will find an NM1 (non-
mastery, first attempt) entered for the assignment which shows that the student has taken the quest once 
but is still in the process of mastering the topic/concept.  This is worth zero points.  But, do not worry 
because the student may retake this quest.   
 
Students can retake the quest as soon as they have completed all HW assignments prior to the quest with 
an 80% or better. If they do not pass it a second time a grade of 0 will remain and an NM2 will be entered 
in the Comments Section for the assignment showing that they have taken the quest twice, and are 
continuing to work toward mastery of the concept. The assignment will continue to be incomplete in the 
gradebook.  
 
At this point, the student must make an appointment with me to come in to get help AND complete the 
extra practice assignments on Schoology with an 80% or better before retaking the quest for a third time.  
Each additional attempt also requires individual study time and practice with me before the quest can be 
retaken.   
 

Now for the best part!!! When a student passes a quest, no matter how many times they take the 
quest, they earn the appropriate points, either 18 or 20 points!!! Since the student has put in the time 
and effort to master the topic, no matter how long it takes, they earn the full credit they deserve because 
they have earned it! 
 
The important thing to remember is that mastery exercises gives the students control of their grade.  
Mastery exercises give students the opportunity to revisit and learn the topics that they may not have 
understood the first time they saw them.  These topics are the ones that students must master to be 
effective in higher levels of math.   
 
We want the students to succeed!!!  And, just like real life, if we do not succeed the first time we 
must pick ourselves back up, reevaluate the situation, make adjustments and try again.  If you have 
any questions please feel free to contact me. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Mr. Baum 
e-mail: cbaum3@cherrycreekschools.org (best option, checked several times a day) 
Phone: 720-886-6744 
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